The mesenchymal alpha11beta1 integrin attenuates PDGF-BB-stimulated chemotaxis of embryonic fibroblasts on collagens.
alpha11beta1 constitutes the most recent addition to the integrin family and has been shown to display a binding preference for interstitial collagens found in mesenchymal tissues. We have previously observed that when alpha11beta1 integrin is expressed in cells lacking endogenous collagen receptors, it can mediate PDGF-BB-dependent chemotaxis on collagen I in vitro. To determine in which cells PDGF and alpha11beta1 might cooperate in regulating cell migration in vivo, we studied in detail the expression and distribution of alpha11 integrin chain in mouse embryos and tested the ability of PDGF isoforms to stimulate the alpha11beta1-mediated cell migration of embryonic fibroblasts. Full-length mouse alpha11 cDNA was sequenced and antibodies were raised to deduced alpha11 integrin amino acid sequence. In the embryonic mouse head, alpha11 protein and RNA were localized to ectomesenchymally derived cells. In the periodontal ligament, alpha11beta1 was expressed as the only detectable collagen-binding integrin, and alpha11beta1 is thus a major receptor for cell migration and matrix organization in this cell population. In the remainder of the embryo, the alpha11 chain was expressed in a subset of mesenchymal cells including tendon/ligament fibroblasts, perichondrial cells, and intestinal villi fibroblasts. Most of the alpha11-expressing cells also expressed the alpha2 integrin chain, but no detectable overlap was found with the alpha1 integrin chain. In cells expressing multiple collagen receptors, these might function to promote a more stable cell adhesion and render the cells more resistant to chemotactic stimuli. Wild-type embryonic fibroblasts activated mainly the PDGF beta receptor in response to PDGF-BB and migrated on collagens I, II, III, IV, V, and XI in response to PDGF-BB in vitro, whereas mutant fibroblasts that lacked alpha11beta1 in their collagen receptor repertoire showed a stronger chemotactic response on collagens when stimulated with PDGF-BB. In the cellular context of embryonic fibroblasts, alpha11beta1 is thus anti-migratory. We speculate that the PDGF BB-dependent cell migration of mesenchymal cells is tightly regulated by the collagen receptor repertoire, and disturbances of this repertoire might lead to unregulated cell migration that could affect normal embryonic development and tissue structure.